Secure storage and retrieval schemes for multiple encrypted digital holograms with orthogonal phase encoding multiplexing.
Recent developments in 3D computational optical imaging such as digital holographic microscopy has ushered in a new era for biological research. Therefore, efficient and secure storage and retrieval of digital holograms is a challenging task for future cloud computing services. In this study, we propose a novel scheme to securely store and retrieve multiple encrypted digital holograms by using phase encoding multiplexing. In the proposed schemes, an encrypted hologram can only be accessed using a binary phase mask, which is the key to retrieve the image. In addition, it is possible to independently store, retrieve, and manage the encrypted digital holograms without affecting other groups of the encrypted holograms multiplexed using different sets of binary phase masks, due to the orthogonality properties of the Hadamard matrices with high autocorrelation and low cross-correlation. The desired encrypted holograms may also be searched for, removed, and added independently of other groups of the encrypted holograms. More and more 3D images or digital holograms can be securely and efficiently stored, retrieved, and managed.